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Partners in the ORISON project
• IAA-CSIC acts as coordinator
• University of Stuttargt, Deutches Space 
Institute. Germany.
• Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial 
physics, Garching, Munich, Germany.
• Ernst and Young abogados, Spain.
Problems that the atmosphere causes to 
ground based astronomical observations
• Clouds and bad weather often prevent observations
and this is especially upsetting for time-critical
astronomical events. On the other hand, observing
runs and campaigns are often ruined due to weather
• The atmosphere causes turbullence that severely
degrades the image qualitity
• The atmosphere causes scintillation and poor
photometric stability
• The IR part of the spectrum, the UV and other
wavelength ranges are completely blocked by the
atmosphere
Problems that the atmosphere causes to 
ground based astronomical observations
• The atmosphere also causes extinction in the visible, 
and refraction, which limit the quality of the
observations
• Rayleigh scattering makes the sky background too
bright in sunlight conditions so observations in the
visible cannot be made during the day, only at night. 
Even at night the sky background is still not negligible
due to scattering and airglow (nightglow) 
• The atmosphere also blocks the penetration of high
energy elementary particles and cosmic radiation.
• Interplanetary dust particles are also blocked by the
atmosphere
The usual solution to all this is TO GO TO SPACE
• To put instruments in space, where no 
atmospheric perturbation exists at all
• EXPENSIVE SOLUTION, SLOW, DIFFICULT, NO 
ROOM FOR ERROR, NO ROOM TO IMPROVE 
INSTRUMENTS  once they have been 
launched…
Another solution: To place instruments in the 
upper stratosphere, 
• The atmosphere is so tenuous in the upper
stratosphere that it causes almost no problems at all
• The sky in the upper stratosphere is completely dark
even during the day, there are no clouds, turbullence is
not present either and absorption and extinction is
almost zero even in the UV
• The sky in the lower stratosphere is not completely
dark but it still allows studies that cannot be carried
out from the ground, in the Infrared and Ultraviolet, for
instance, and much of the turbullence is reduced.
How to reach the stratosphere?
• With Balloons.
• With aircraft. Only the lower stratosphere can 
be reached in this case. Examples are the 
Kuiper Airborne Observatory and its Jumbo 
Boing 747 replacement SOFIA (stratospheric 
observatory for infrared astronomy)
Astronomy with stratospheric
balloons and airborne is not new
• NASA has a large and expensive program on
balloons and a few missions can be launched
per year. Typical cost of each launch ranges
from 1 Million $ to 100000 $
• JAXA, and other agencies have their own
programs too.
• Other organizations carry out experiments
even if not within a permanent balloon
program.
Stratospheric balloons for astronomy
projects have been launched for
decades
There are even frequent meetings 
and conferences on rockets and 
ballooning experiments
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Examples of specific balloon missions: 
1-m telescope SUNRISE in flight
SUNRISE mission above Canada
Sunrise II after landing




was with a 
parachute
Some problems of the usual balloon
approach
• So far missions have usually been with very 
heavy payloads and expensive
• They are usually launched from Antarctica or 
from Kiruna so that they can be long-lasting, 
but only a few days at most
• The flight direction cannot be controlled and 
the final parachute landing is quite 
unpredictable
The students’ and the poor man’s
approach
• Use very cheap helium balloons, hang a 
camera and a few devices and record 
something
There should be something in 
between the two extremes!!
• We do not want cheap balloons that can do 
very narrow, short and very simple scientific 
projects
• We do not want a huge and expensive NASA-
like ballooning program that takes years to be 
carried out.
ORISON project approach. Goals.
• Still great studies in astronomy can be done with
small to medium telescopes (~0.5m diameter) 
and small instruments in the stratosphere
• Smaller, but stabilized payloads with medium to
small telescopes and good instrumentation.
• Smaller balloons than NASA-like balloons
• Shorter missions than Antarctic flights
• Reusable payloads and maybe reusable balloons
• Easy payload recovery
Astronomy science cases with ~0.5m 
telescopes in the stratosphere
• Time-critical events can be observed regardless of weather. 
Stellar occultations, eclipses, transits. In solar system
science there are lots of time-critical events
• Exoplanet transits can potentially be measured with higher
precision than what KEPLER does, but with stars anywhere
on the sky
• High resolution imaging in large fields of view. The nominal 
resolution could be around 0.4 arcsec in the visible.
• Studies requiring ultraprecise photometry
• Studies requiring precise astrometry
• Studies of faint sources close to bright ones with or without
coronographs. Studies of discs, faint binary systems, lunar 
impact flashes.
Astronomy science cases with ~0.5m 
telescopes in the stratosphere
• IR astronomy
• UV astronomy
• Solar system studies with targets angularly close to the
sun. Comets, Mercury, Venus, planets near conjuction, 
NEOs coming from the sun direction like the
Chelyabinsk impactor
• Complementing observations from other
observatories, simultaneously, at different wavelength
ranges, SED
• Monitoring of nova, supernova, Gamma Ray Bursts or
unexpected targets, regardless of weather conditions
Other astronomy science cases in the
stratosphere
• Collection of Interplanetary dust
• Cosmic rays experiments
• Interferometry with several telescopes in a 
fleet or in a combined payload platform? 
• ….
Synergies of the ORISON platform in other 
research activities outside astronomy
• Atmospheric science, either with in-situ 
sampling or with spectrographs and other 
remote sensing instruments.
• Teledetection and research of the terrestrial 
surfaces for agricultural, geologic and 
enviroment projects.
• Pollution control, light pollution, energy waste 
audits…
Hardware issues to use ~0.5m 
telescopes
Fig.  The Star Tracker 5000 (ST5000)
Fig. 2 Physics instrumente S-334 
piezo tip-tilt mirror
• Coarsely Stabilized platform
• Attitude and position quickly 
determined from star trackers
• This allows for crude pointing within 1 
degree.
• Fine pointing by means of steerable 
flat mirrors like those use for tip-tilt 
correction in Adaptive Optics systems
•Fast guiding cameras like those used for 
Adaptive Optics wavefront sensing are 
now very cheap
All this is affordable nowadays Star tracker from Elliot et al. (2012)
Low-weight telescopes 
• Light-weight telescope mirrors 
are now possible with different 
technologies
• Weight of a complete telescope 
can be below 20kg
• Cameras and instruments can 
be placed at prime or cassegrain 
foci
• Complete systems may weight 
less than 50kg including 
computers and communications 
hardware
Initial goal ~50kg for the payload
From Romeo et al (2007)
An “ideal” too ambitious infrastructure
• Large facility with several balloons, several balloon platforms and 
several instruments per platform. At least one balloon is launched
every day for missions lasting around 6-10 hours. The different
plaforms can be equipped with imagers, spectrographs and 
instruments of different types, ideally with UV-visible and near IR 
simultaneous instruments. Also more specific instruments can be
accommodated. And a visitor instrument mode should exist. 
Balloons should be also launched in fleet mode for specific cases.
• Although the main facility can be in a specific site with very mild
surface winds to easily launch balloons (Cordoba, Spain, for
instance) missions can be arranged and carried out in different
parts of the world if needed by a specialized mobile team.
• If there could be three or more “clone” facilities of this type in the
world (for instance in USA and Australia), we could have nearly 24-h 
uninterrupted observations.
• Major-astronomical-observatory -type organization : Applications
are made and time is granted according to normal time allocation
panels criteria. Observations are scheduled and performed by a 
team of operators.
• An operations team, a flight control team and a recovery team
must exist. Well-trained staff is necessary.
• Long-lasting missions at lower stratospheric heights can also be
thought of and partnership with other facilities might be
considered, for instance with google loon to minimize operation
costs.
• Complementary systems such as stratospheric drones might be
considered too, at least for some types of scientific missions that
might be less demanding in terms of image quality, photometric
stability etc.
An “ideal” too ambitious infrastructure
Chronogram. 18-month project.
• The requirements must be defined in the first 
7 months. 
• The feasibility study must be finished in 13 
months.
• The public procurement strategy will be 
carried out in the last 5 months. 
ORISON, European Union H2020 
Infrasupp2 project. Summary.
• Feasibility and design study of a research infrastructure
mostly oriented to astronomical research, based on
innovative balloons with stabilized platforms.
• We have to define an infrastructure that would suit many
needs so that a large group of potential users can be
formed. The definition must be achieved in 13 months.
• If we come up with a feasible infrastructure with a large
enough number of potential users, it would qualify for a 
subsequent application in the H2020 infrastructures call. 
Analyzing this possibility will be carried out in the last 6 
months of the project.
We need your feedback!!
• Input and desires from many teams is very
welcomed to accommodate different research
needs for different science cases.
• We need input from the astronomical
community to come up with a wish-list so that
we can study different infrastructure options
that could be feasible at moderate cost.
• Input from other research communities is also
welcomed
We need your feedback!!
Contactad con
• José Luis ortiz: ortiz@iaa.es
• René Duffard: duffard@iaa.es
y/o conmigo:
• lopez@iaa.es
Os mantendremos informados ….
Thanks for your attention!
